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AMK Microfinance Institution Now Offers Saving Services in Four More Branch Offices and All Branch
Offices Nationwide in Mid 2011
Phnom Penh, March 11, 2011
AMK is one of the leading MFIs in Cambodia, successfully serving over 250,000 clients throughout
every province in the country. AMK continues to diversify its product offerings as it builds upon its
traditional loan services to include a wider array of microfinance products. In 2010, AMK obtained its
MDI license granted by the National Bank of Cambodia (NBC) and in turn, is rolling out an additional
series of savings products nationwide over the course of 2011.
Mr. Pete Power, AMK’s CEO, noted that in response to an observed growth in Cambodian standard of
living, AMK now offers three types of saving services to the public, the Easy Account, the Term Deposit
Account, and the Future Account. “Depositing your money at AMK is safe and secure, while offering
you a higher return on your investment.”
Mr. Nang Kinal, AMK marketing Head, mentioned, “AMK has delivered these saving services since
2010 to clients in Phnom Penh city and three other provinces, Takeo, Battambang, and Bantey
Meanchey. By March 2011, saving services will be available in four more branch offices, Kandal,
Kampongspeu, Kampongcham, and Siem Reap. AMK will be expanding these services throughout the
country in late first semester of 2011. AMK’s savings programs allow for clients to successfully achieve
their future savings goals. Whether they are saving for retirement, planning for a child’s education,
looking to buy a house, or have some other goals in mind, AMK can help identify the savings option
that best suits each client’s individual objectives.
“AMK’s front-line staff are well prepared to serve clients’ needs with their experienced, friendly, and
highly responsible approach. They offer quality customer service that is easy, comfortable, fast, and
accurate. Clients who deposit their money with AMK are highly cared for and appreciated by AMK’s
reliable staff,” Mr. Nang Kinal added.
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